
 

February 2020 Newsletter  

“Creativity is Intelligence having fun” Albert Einstein 

February 
2020 Tuesday 4 AGM + fun quiz compiled by Renee Morkel 

 Tuesday  11 

Gayle ‘Happy Hippy Girl Open Studio” 6 to 9pm, 15 Lingfield Close, 
Milnerton Ridge: paint, sculpt. Create together for free. Bring own 
materials. Tea & coffee provided.  WhatsApp 072 3755 657 

 Tuesday 25 Due date to email photo of art for poster: admin@fencesandgates.co.za 

March Tuesday 3 Changed: Interactive Sculpture Demonstration by Harry Johnson 

 Friday 6 Set up exhibit at Table Bay Mall 9am to 11am 

April Sunday 5 End of exhibit- fetch unsold work 5.30pm 

 Tuesday 7 
Skye from Italian Art Shop presentation of new products available on the 
market and how to use them 

May Tuesday 5 
Botanical and Marine book illustrator, Margo Branch, will share her 
journey on how art has influenced her life 

June Tuesday 2 Realistic animal portrait in oils by Clea Witte “The Trotting Trestle studio” 

As at the end of 2019 we had 85 members. A special thank you to the committee members and those members who 

are always willing to help.  

New Exhibit dates for Table Bay Mall: 6 March (bring artwork from 

9am to 11am) to 5 April, please send Gayle photo of artwork for 

posters by 25 February: admin@fencesandgates.co.za. Please look 

out for future exhibit space, possible pop-up shop. Take a photo of a 

To Let sign in a shopping centre you think might make a good exhibit 

venue and WhatsApp to Gayle to follow up: 0723755657.  

 
Monthly Meeting: At Milnerton Bowls Club 1st Tuesday of every 
month from 18h30 to start the demo/presentation promptly at 
6.45pm. Members R20, Visitors R30 and students R20 entry. Tea & 
coffee & refreshments before we start. 
Annual Subs: R200 ABSA Bank Blaauwberg Art Society Acc: 
9238594101 Branch: 632005 with an additional R40 fee for cash 
deposits. It is best to pay via EFT or cash or card at the meetings. 
 
December 3: Social, Thank you for making this social gathering a 
success by taking part in our in-house competition. Congratulations 
to our winners:  
Joint third place: Barbara Wayne Smithie with Kelp Forest which was a permanent ink painting done on Yupo paper 
and Harry Johnson with Freedom, which was a cast resin sculpture of the female form. Second Place was Kira 
Cherotsky with Sneakers which was an Acrylic painting and The First Place winner is Solly Gutmann with Indian Sikh 
which was a Scraper Board Drawing. Such a wide variety and talent, really impressive! 
 
February 4, 2020 AGM  We had a quorum of over 20 members present and voted in new committee members.  
Your 2020 membership card will allow you to claim a 5% discount at Creative Atelier, 44 Oxford Street,  Durbanville, 
and a 10% discount from Deckle Edge, all branches, and the Italian Art Shop in Rondebosch , The Framing Centre at 
Stodels centre in Milnerton, Gale Peterson 021 555 3801; and Art Source in Cape Town; and Oxfords Garden Centre 
and Table Bay Mall. Art Van Go will offer deliveries to BASE members.  Any orders are to please be emailed to Linda 
(linda@artland.co.za) or call 021 671 6001. Linda and Greg will try to attend our BASE 
meetings where they will have available paints and canvasses for sale (our members 
receive a 10% discount)  
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President’s report: Synopsis by Gayle Gerber 

During 2019 we were entertained with a variety of diverse demonstrators at our monthly meetings.  

Our members can apply to stay in Paris through SANAVA for up to 6 months, go online to their website for info as 

the waiting list is now at 2021. Available on SANAVA’s website is an application form for a museum card which I 

highly recommend if any of you are planning travelling overseas, as this allows free entry to many art museums all 

over the world and including South Africa. Just make sure you apply at least 3 months in advance and be aware that 

it is only valid for a year. 

Our March 2019 meeting saw Paul Birchall giving us a 

presentation on how his art has evolved through the years. Paul 

realized to make money from his art, he had to be varied. So he 

works on a series and once he is finished with that particular 

style or theme he moves onto a different style and theme. 

Growing up as a gay man had its challenges and typical to Paul 

he incorporates this aspect of his life into his art in a humorous 

way. Teaching opportunities arose asking him to become 

involved in social 

development through 

Truworths and the UCT Summer School. He gave reverse Perspex painting 

workshops to many underprivileged children. Paul, through SANAVA, was a 

resident artist at the Cite in Paris for three months. Sharing space with 310 

other artists, writers and musicians. He had so much fun there, making full use 

of his museum card and visiting many interesting places. His message is: Find 

enthusiasm in what you do and paint your life story and then you will be able to 

develop your own unique style. To make a living as an artist be prepared to be 

diverse, teach and get funding for your projects as sometimes having a deadline 

helps to make things happen. 

During April Linda Austin of Artland gave 

us a presentation on Golden Products. 

She spent a wonderful week visiting the 

Golden Products factory in Upstate New 

York, USA and so was well equipped to 

pass on information on all their main 

products. In all of the acrylic paint ranges 

the pure pigment is identical so you can become your own chemist and mix 

and match the different acrylics to achieve the consistency and finish required. 

Each tube is hand painted to offer clear visual identification of what the end 

result will be like without having to open the tube. 

During our May meeting, Linda Brilleman gave a Brushstrokes demonstration. 

Lindy always found that truly creative people are creative in all aspects of their 

lives. Her process is so detailed, precise and meditative that it envokes a 

feeling of calm and presense. Some might question what is art or what is 

decorative craft. To me there really is not much difference. The creative 

process is so all encompassing from abstract conceptual contemporary art to 

‘pretty pictures’. Who are we to judge what art really is? Why not learn from all 

techniques and then incorporate these with your own ideas and create a 

painting style unique to you. Ideas after all come from so many sources as you 

live and experience your life and each of us as a unique perspective. 

Brushstrokes is basically inspired by a collection of lots of types of decorative 

Folk Art.  



During our June meeting, artist 

Sonja Frenz did an oil painting of a 

still life directly from life. She 

showed us how to set up a still life 

and organise your equipment to 

make the process easier. During 

the painting process, use varied 

brushstrokes. Decide which 

sections to leave unfinished and 

don’t overwork. Trust what you 

see and not what you think you 

see, let the mind take a back seat 

and immerse yourself in the 

process. If you lose the shape of the flower, simply paint the background around it to find the shape again. Paint all 

over to develop the painting as a whole simultaneously.  

Our July meeting saw artist Karin Davel encouraging 

our members to join in an interactive drawing 

demonstration. What intrigues Karin is the story of 

everyday life- the moments of joy, sadness and 

wonder. She captures this through the use of 

continuous line, tone and colour. Wherever she goes, 

she sketches people, animals and buildings mostly with 

pen and often these impromptu images form the basis 

of works of art done freehand with her sewing machine 

or she does mono-prints in oil and acrylic. Karin believes that painting skills flow 

from drawing. When you practice drawing objects and shapes you are becoming 

familiar with them and this enables you to feel more confident about the object 

you are portraying in your paintings.  

At our August meeting artist and BASE member, Sandy Dufell-Canham gave us 

a presentation on the Notan Method. One of her great challenges has been to 

enroll on the virtual art academy online course by founder and artist Barry John 

Raybould. A great foundational course, working at one’s own pace over a 4 

year period. This Notan lesson is one of the building blocks taught by the virtual 

online art academy course needed to understand how to deliver more effective 

and exciting paintings. By understanding tonal values you are better able to 

critique your own work and make the changes to create more interesting and 

powerful works of art. 

Our September meeting saw Anthony Gadd giving our members a very 

informative demonstration in Acrylics of a large Wild dog and also an 

explanation of how to get to your ‘signature style”. Why he gets up (to paint) every morning: “His deepest purpose 

as an artist is to capture the essence or 

soul of the animal (or place).” His 

advertising background gave him a keen 

business sense and an understanding of 

the importance of developing a 

“signature style” for “branding” one’s 

product and name.  Part of his aim is a 

wish to achieve uniqueness in his 

paintings. He happily agrees with the idea 

that his style is described as “loose, bold 

and expressive”. In order to maintain gesture and freshness, he allows ‘happy accidents’ to take place in his work.  



The October meeting saw Natasja De Wet giving a Mixed Media inter-active 
demonstration. Through her work, De Wet aims to reveal the inner 
character, or soft underbelly, of humankind. Mixed media, drawing, painting 
and assemblage enable De Wet to visually contemplate internal experiences 
such as growth, insecurity, sexuality, flux and the various expressions of the 
human psyche. Just like many of her workshops, the evening started with 
the audience joining in a silent meditation followed by an expressive exercise 
bringing out the members ‘inner child’. Natasja likes using conventional 
materials (bought at art shops or even hardware stores) in unconventional 
ways such as splattering, scratching and even setting alight some lines drawn 
with clear bostik glue. The end result is never according to a precise rigid 
expectation - rather an intuitive attitude of layering, experimentation and 
“see what happens”. However, to prevent an oversaturated overworked 
piece, she stresses that there must be a balance between experimental 
happenings and understanding the materials and knowing when to stop.  
 

At the November meeting Laura Wenman, gave us an oil portrait 

demonstration painted from life, with Solly Gutman as her model. Her motto 

is “Open up to inspiration”. The Italian Art 

Shop appointed Laura as ambassador for 

Sennelier oil paints. She is very experienced 

and versatile in various techniques, approaches 

and mediums. However she feels that she has a 

“natural leaning towards” portraiture done in oil 

paint. She describes her current approach to 

painting as “Impressionist” rather than painting a 

“frozen image”. Her aim is to interpret the 

model’s “unique personality, character, soul, 

essence”. She did try to motivate the audience 

explaining that every artist should at least do 

one self-portrait in their life time. 

Our December year-end celebration was a social 

event  

Base never had many Plein Air outings during the year as we encourage our 

members to join the Urban Sketchers planned outings and also join Sonya Frenz 

every Wednesday on the outings she organises. Gayle did organise an outing to a 

friend, Dusty’s home overlooking Llundudno on Sunday 4th of May. Dusty loved the 

painting Lindsay Tedder did so much that she purchased it on the spot. 

Some of our members took up 

the challenge to take part in the 

Sketch Book Project which Art Source in Cape Town has been 

organising since 2011 where the participants are encouraged to 

draw every day for the month of August. The Sketchpack is a small 

zigzag journal with two usable sides, allowing one to sketch on 

both sides of 15 ‘pages’, which is then displayed in the shop 

window for September and October.  

BASE organised 2 exhibitions during 2019. Each exhibit saw the opportunity for you as members to send a photo of 

your artwork so that an individualised digital poster could be designed and then printed to stick onto your car 

window.  Our exhibition held from the 1st June to the 14 July at the Table Bay Mall had 40 participants of which 23 

artists sold 49 works to the value of R49 760 and we continued with a window display after the exhibit end date of 

which 28 members took part, 6 of these being new exhibitors. Lorraine, the Mall manageress has arranged for Pick n 



Pay to sponsor a Cheese and Wine function for us on Friday 12th July at the exhibit. Our exhibition held from 16th 

November to the 15th December at the Table Bay Mall had 37 members participating of which 15 artists sold 37 

works to the value of R19 035. The committee will be approaching Table Bay Mall for exhibit dates for 2020. The 

committee are actively going to be looking for more venues this year and welcome any ideas from the members in 

this regard  

Base were privileged to be invited to take part in the SASA art in the park at Rondebosch Part twice during this year, 

6 April and 30 November. I really recommend that you take part during 2020 when SASA next invite us. 

Base members also took part in the Hermanus Fyn Arts tondi competition exhibit with the theme Harmony, the 

theme for 2020 is Biomimicry (design inspired by nature) and deadline for entries is 15 May 2020. This festival 

happens annually and this year is from 6 to 16 June. Art Land supply the 60cm diameter round canvasses needed. 

A special thank you to those members that formed part of the committee for 2019. With much appreciation for their 

efforts we say goodbye to Dot Pickett, Lesley Milne and Jeanette Swart. The other members of the 2019 committee 

are prepared to stand again for 2020. New Committee members voted in are Glenda Chambers, Avril Shorkend and 

Lindsay Tedder and Michelle Collins. As always we are grateful for those Members unable to be part of the 

committee, yet consistently help at the meetings and exhibitions.  

Lynn Douglass- our secretary and treasurer, who keeps Minutes at 

the committee meetings, is in charge of banking, balance sheets, 

verifying deposits and annual financial statements. She also updates 

the membership data base and sends correspondence to the 

portfolio person   

Vera Van Der Molen- our librarian who catalogues, keeps records of 

library books and DVD’s. Purchases new and mans the library at meetings And  

Renee Morkel, who helps Vera with the library cataloguing onto an 

Xcell spreadsheet and running of library at monthly meetings, and 

also compiled the fun group quiz after our AGM proceedings. Also 

helping write up the articles with regard to the demonstrations 

included in the newsletter. 

Dot Pickett (served from July 2016 until January 2020) our data base 

and correspondence gets sent via email by her (she is prepared to 

continue to do this until the duty can be handed over to a new 

committee member). She is our exhibitions co-ordinator who 

negotiates with the venue contact, sets up paperwork and together with helpers sets up our 

exhibitions, delegates duties during intake of paintings, organises portfolio bag, money box 

to be stored, takes photos of the work and makes sure that the artists are contacted when 

work is sold so replacements can be hung. 

Lesley Milne-(Served from February 2016 until January 2020) who 

posts on Facebook events such as meetings, exhibitions and how-to 

info at least once a month. She continuously updates our website with 

new info and photos if possible (she is prepared to continue to do 

this). She also transports our stands to and from exhibitions with the 

help of her son.  

Jeanette Swart (Served from 2013-2015 and then again from 2017 to 

January 2020) who helps Lynn at the door, Lesley with Facebook and 

especially with our Outreach program. 

I, Gayle Gerber, am also prepared to remain on, and as president my duties included chairing committee meetings, 

announcements at monthly meetings, writing the newsletter, organising demonstrators, advertising our meetings in 

local newspapers and on radio and designing and printing posters for our exhibitions.  



For those unable to attend our meeting, see below the Art Quiz which Renee compiled for fun  
(The answers are at the bottom of this newsletter) 
 

1 What is English painter Constable’s first name?   
2 What is abstract expressionist Pollock’s first name?  
3 To which ethnicity does the painter’s nickname “El Greco” refer to?   
4 Near which Tuscan Town (3 kilometres away) was Leonardo Da Vinci born?  
5 True or false: oil painter Leonardo Da Vinci also designed war machines such as the first armoured tank.  
6 What is the surname of the Austrian symbolist painter who created the oil painting “The Kiss”?  His first 

name is Gustav.  
7 True or False: above mentioned Gustav added gold leaf; silver and platinum to this painting “The Kiss”.    
8 James McNiel Whistler created a famous oil painting of his relative Anna in 1871. Originally the painting was 

called “Arrangement in grey and black No. 1”, but it has since become more known for Anna’s role in his life. 
Which close relative was Anna?  

9 Which medium does wildlife painter Anthony Gadd use as a resist agent to block in descriptive line work? Is 
it: liquid wax; paper templates; or industrial latex casting rubber?  

10 In order to obtain accurate proportions, artist Laura Wenman use various technical methods of measuring; 
placing and planning. Which one of these methods does she use most often? Camera obscura or Tracing or 
Triangulation?   

11 Multi skilled contemporary artist Natasja de Wet experimented with both Indian ink and Quink Parker 
writing ink during her mixed media demonstration. Which ink changes colour, especially into shades of blue 
and sepia when diluted with bleach (Jik/Amonia) and water?   

12 In which country is the extensive range of paints and mediums called “Golden Products” manufactured? Is it 
Australia / USA / Canada / UK?  

13 Modern abstract artist Piet Mondrian became increasingly known for painting geometric blocks in which 
combination of three colours?  Primary colours or tetrad harmony or intermediary colours?   

14 Which, initially unpopular painting, by painter Claude Monet led to the group of painters receiving the nick-
name “The Impressionists”? Was it: “Haystacks” or “Impression, sunrise” or “Water lilies’  

15 Which South African painter often painted cypress trees? Was it: Boerneef or Pierneef or Walter Batiss?   
16 True or false: Irma Stern exclusively used Magnolias in her still life painting.  
17 True or false: traditional Gesso contained rabbit skin glue to prime or seal the oil painting canvas.   
18 Does the application of heat (for example hair dryer or heat gun) change the characteristics of acrylic paint?  
19 True or false: Initially, the pigment for Indian Yellow was extracted from – Cow urine  
20 Sepia ink was initially extracted from: The ink sac of a cuttlefish or soot from oil lamps?  
21 Which member of the music band “The Beatles” was also a keen artist who had many of his sketches printed 

as lithographs, serigraphs and silk screen prints?    
22 True or false: The musical “Fiddler on the roof” was inspired by and borrowed its name from the Oil painting 

“The Fiddler” done by Mark Chagall in 1912.   
23 Even when producing animated sketches, which traditional drawing medium is most associated with South 

African artist William Kentridge  
24 After serving in Robin Island prison, which South African political figure created a series of sketches in 2002 

as part of a therapeutic activity “to make sense of the past”?          
25 Which one is as Greek temple and which is a Roman temple? Pantheon and Parthenon 

 
Art Classes: Offered by our members: 
Glenda Chambers has regular water colour classes on Monday mornings and 
Wednesday evenings and Oil painting classes on Monday evenings and Wednesday 
mornings in Blouberg, contact 082 2222 820 or gchambers@mweb.co.za. 
 
Please make use of our library. A document listing 
all our books and DVD’s will be sent as a separate 
attachment. This includes books too large to fit in 
our cupboard and these can be ordered in advance. 
2 New DVD’s were just purchased: Painting outside 
the lines with Linda Kemp and Sea & Sky in Oils by 
Ray Lang, both are art teaching DVD’s. 
 



Quiz answers: 1. John 2. Jackson. 3. The Greek. 4. Vinci ( Leonardo da Vinci = Leonardo from Vinci). 5. True. 6.Klimt. 
7. True. 8. She was his (Whistler’s) mother. 9. Latex casting rubber (it is the industrial equivalent for art masking 
fluid). 10. Triangulation. 11. Quink Parker writing ink. 12. USA. 13. Primary colours, red, blue and yellow. 14. 
Impression Sunrise. 15. Jacob Hendrik Pierneef. 16. False, she painted a wide range of flowers and fruit 17. True 18. 
Yes. 19. True, cows were fed mongo leaves to enhance the colour. 20. The ink sac of a cuttlefish. 21. John Lennon. 2. 
True. 23. Charcoal 24. Former president Nelson Mandela. 25. Pantheon= Roman temple, Parthenon= Greek temple 


